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Decision of Administrative Law Judge: Reversed.

OPINION AND ORDER

The respondents appeal a decision of the

Administrative Law Judge filed on August 15, 2007, finding

that the claimant proved by a preponderance of the evidence

that he was entitled to additional medical treatment to his

left knee in the form of a referral to Dr. Brandt. After

conducting a de novo review of the record, we find that the

claimant has failed to meet his burden of proof.

Accordingly, we reverse the decision of the Administrative

Law Judge.
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The claimant was involved in a motor vehicle

accident on April 4, 2003. The respondents accepted

liability for the claimant’s injuries and have paid for

medical treatment. The claimant contended that he sustained

a compensable injury to his left knee due to the motor

vehicle accident and requested medical benefits associated

therewith. The respondents contended that the claimant was

not entitled to medical treatment for his left knee. We

agree with the respondents.

The claimant admittedly sustained a laceration to

his left knee, along with a myriad of other injuries, at the

time of his motor vehicle accident. However, the claimant’s

request to seek treatment for his left knee at this time is

not for treatment related to that motor vehicle accident. 

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508(a)(Supp. 2005) provides

that an employer shall provide for an injured employee such

medical treatment as may be reasonably necessary in

connection with the injury received by the employee. Wal-

Mart Stores, Inc. v. Brown, 82 Ark. App. 600, 120 S.W.3d 153

(2003). However, employers are only liable for medical
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treatment and services which are deemed reasonably necessary

for the treatment of the employee’s injuries. DeBoard v.

Colson Co., 20 Ark. App. 166, 725 S.W.2d 857 (1987). The

employee has the burden of proving by a preponderance of the

evidence that medical treatment is reasonable and necessary

for the treatment of the compensable injury. Wal-Mart,

supra; GEO Specialty Chemical v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369,

13 S.W.3d 218 (2000); Dalton v. Allen Eng’g Co., 66 Ark.

App. 201, 989 S.W.2d 543 (1999). What constitutes reasonable

and necessary medical treatment is a question of fact for

the Commission. Wackenhut Corp. v. Jones, 73 Ark. App. 158,

40 S.W.3d 333 (2001); White Consolidated Indus. v. Galloway,

74 Ark. App. 13, 45 S.W.3d 396 (2001); Air Compressor

Equipment v. Sword, 69 Ark. App. 162, 11 S.W.3d 1 (2000);

Gansky v. Hi-Tech Engineering, 325 Ark. 163, 924 S.W.2d 790

(1996). 

Further, when the primary injury is shown to have

arisen out of and in the course of employment, the employer

is responsible for any natural consequence that flows from

that injury. Wackenhut, supra. The basic test is whether
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there is causal connection between the two episodes. Id.

When assessing whether medical treatment is reasonably

necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury, we must

analyze both the proposed procedure and the condition it is

sought to remedy. Gardner v. Area Agency on Aging, Full

Commission Opinion, January 4, 2006 (Claim No. F302438);

Jones v. Seba, Inc., Full Commission Opinion, December 13,

1989 (Claim No. D512553). 

The claimant is seeking treatment for his knee

pursuant to a referral from his neurosurgeon that was made

in January, 2006, almost three years after the claimant’s

accident. The claimant testified that he complained about

his knee to every doctor who treated him after the accident.

However, the medical records do not bear out his testimony. 

The claimant sought medical treatment from the

Mountain Home Medical Group in April, May and June of 2003.

These records fail to note any problems with the claimant’s

knee. During these visits the claimant gave histories and

related other problems related to the April, 2003, motor

vehicle accident. Not one record from the Mountain Home
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Medical Group contains any mention of problems with the

claimant’s left knee. 

The claimant was even seen by Dr. Ledbetter, an

orthopedic surgeon, on December 18, 2007. The claimant did

not mention to Dr. Ledbetter that he was having any problems

with his knee. The claimant tried to explain this void in

Dr. Ledbetter’s medical report by stating that he was there

for other problems. 

Dr. Scott Carle performed an independent medical

evaluation of the claimant on January 4, 2004. The claimant

testified that he told Dr. Carle about his knee problems.

However, Dr. Carle’s report fails to mention that the

claimant had any current problems with his knee. Dr. Carle

merely noted that claimant injured his left lower extremity.

Dr. Carle examined the claimant’s left knee and found there

was no evidence of restrictive movement or evidence of a

fusion or locking. Further, Dr. Carle noted that the

claimant had an x-ray of the left knee which was negative

for any problems. 

When we consider the fact that the medical records
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are completely void of any mention of a problem with his

left knee for almost three years after the motor vehicle

accident, we cannot find that the claimant is entitled to

any additional medical treatment in the form of a referral

to Dr. Brandt for his left knee. Accordingly, we reverse the

decision of the Administrative Law Judge.

We note that the claimant’s attorney is raising

the issue of credibility determinations being a violation of

due process in his brief to the Full Commission. This issue

is not ripe for determination, in our opinion. We have made

no determination of the claimant’s credibility at this time.

Therefore, the Administrative Law Judge’s finding that the

claimant was a credible witness is not reversed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

___________________________________
OLAN W. REEVES, Chairman

___________________________________
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood concurs, in part, and dissents, in part.
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CONCURRING & DISSENTING OPINION

          I must respectfully concur in part and dissent

from the majority’s opinion. The majority has specifically

stated that it is not reversing the Administrative Law

Judge’s determination that the claimant is a credible

witness. As I agree that the claimant is a credible witness,

I concur on this point. However, the majority has reversed

the Administrative Law Judge’s determination that the

claimant proved by a preponderance of the evidence that he

is entitled to additional medical treatment to his left knee

in the form of a referral to Dr. Brandt, an orthopedist.

After conducting a de novo review of the record, I find, as

did the Administrative Law Judge, that the claimant proved

by a preponderance of the evidence his entitlement to

additional medical treatment, specifically including the

referral to Dr. Brandt, and therefore, I must respectfully

dissent.

It has long been settled law in Arkansas that a

stipulation is the equivalent of undisputed proof, and it

leaves nothing for the fact-finder to decide regarding the
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stipulated subject. Riddell Flying Serv. v. Callahan, 90

Ark. App. 388, 206 S.W. 3d 284 (2005), See, Brown v. Keaton,

232 Ark. 12, 334 S.W. 2d 676 (1960). As stated by the

Administrative Law Judge:

The parties have stipulated
and I accept, that the
claimant sustained a
compensable injury to his knee
on April 4, 2003. There are
objective findings of a left
knee injury in the form of a
laceration or lacerations to
that area, as noted by Dr.
Carle and Dr. DeYoung. There
are also objective findings of
interior damage to the knee as
well. Dr. McAlister in his
February 28, 2006 MRI report
noted what he believed to be a
“small distal femoral
contusion.” He also saw what
he opined was a possible early
osteochondritis dessicans.”

Regarding the claimant’s testimony, the

Administrative Law Judge stated:

The claimant testified that
his left leg went under the
dash. This is consistent with
what he has told the doctors.
Moreover, as Dr. Peeples
opined, the claimant’s
subjective complaints of
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tenderness are consistent with
his knee striking the dash
while he is sitting with his
knee flexed.

The claimant’s treating physicians, Dr. Barrett-

Tuck and Dr. De Young have recommended that the claimant be

seen by an orthopedist for his continuing left knee

complaints.

As the parties have stipulated that the claimant

sustained a compensable left knee injury, and as the

majority has approved the Administrative Law Judge’s

determination that the claimant is a credible witness, and

as the medical records clearly indicate that the claimant’s

treating physicians have recommended that the claimant see

an orthopedist for his left knee complaints, I am perplexed

by the majority’s determination that the claimant has

somehow not met his burden of proof. Injured employees must

prove that medical services are reasonably necessary by a

preponderance of the evidence; however, those services may

include that necessary to accurately diagnose the nature and

extent of the compensable injury; to reduce or alleviate
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symptoms resulting from the compensable injury; to maintain

the level of healing achieved; or to prevent further

deterioration of the damage produced by the compensable

injury. Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-705(a)(3) (Repl. 2002); Jordan

v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 51 Ark. App. 100, 911 S.W.2d 593

(1995); Artex Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200,

649 S.W.2d 845 (1983). Here, the claimant’s authorized

treating physician’s have recommended that the claimant see

an orthopedist for testing to determine the nature and

extent of the claimant’s admittedly compensable knee injury.

The majority’s justification for denying what is clearly

reasonable and necessary medical treatment for a compensable

knee injury is stated as follows:

When we consider the fact that
the medical records are
completely void of any mention
of a problem with his left
knee for almost three years
after the motor vehicle
accident, we cannot find that
the claimant is entitled to
any additional medical
treatment in the form of a
referral to Dr. Brandt for his
left knee.
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Based on the above statement, I find that the

majority has clearly erred. While the medical record may not

contain overt references to the claimant’s left knee during

the time period that the claimant was treating with Dr.

Barrett-Tuck for the severe neck injury he also sustained in

the auto accident, the claimant does not need to support a

continued need for medical treatment with objective

findings. Chamber Door Industries, Inc. v. Graham, 59 Ark.

App. 224, 956 S.W.2d 196 (1997). Here, in addition to the

parties stipulation of a compensable knee injury, the

medical record clearly shows objective findings of a knee

injury. As for the causal relationship between the need for

treatment and the stipulated compensable injury, the

claimant does not have to prove a causal connection with

objective findings. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. VanWagner, 337

Ark. 443, 990 S.W.2d 522, 524 (1999);  Horticare Landscape

Management v. McDonald, 80 Ark. App. 45, 89 S.W.3d 375

(2002). Here, the majority specifically found the claimant

to be a credible witness. The claimant testified about his

left knee complaints from the date of injury through the
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time his authorized treating physicians recommended that he

see an orthopedist.  The medical records support the

claimant’s testimony. In fact, even Dr. Peeples, who saw the

claimant at the request of the respondent for an

“Independent Medical Exam” opined that the claimant’s

complaints of pain were consistent with the incident and his

injury. While the Commission has the authority to resolve

conflicting evidence, including medical testimony, Foxx v.

American Transp., 54 Ark. App. 115, 924 S.W.2d 814 (1996),

the Commission may not arbitrarily disregard medical

evidence or the testimony of any witness. Coleman v. Pro-

transportation, ____ Ark. App. ___, ___ S.W.2d_____, (2007).

Here, in order to reach the erroneous conclusion that the

claimant has not met his burden of proof, the majority has

to have, in addition to erroneously disregarding the parties

compensability stipulation and the objective findings

contained in the medical record, also completely disregarded

the claimant’s testimony, which it cannot do, particularly

in light of the fact that the majority specifically found

the claimant’s testimony to be credible.
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In conclusion, I find that the claimant is a

credible witness, and has proved by a preponderance of the

evidence his entitlement to additional medical treatment for

his compensable left knee injury, specifically including the

referral to the orthopedist, Dr. Brandt.

For the aforementioned reasons, I must

respectfully dissent.

     ____________________________
PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


